WATER, continued from page 3
How do you plan for water use for the future?

You’ve mentioned that there is a pretty stringent educational
and licensing requirement of those employees who work as
water system operators. Can you tell me what is involved?

In order to keep pace with increasing water demands, EID
prepares master planning documents that look to the future
growth in demand and the needed supplies and infrastructure
to meet those demands. EID is nearly finished with the latest
plan update, the Integrated Water Resources Master Plan,
which lays out the plan for the near-term and to buildout of the
District service area.

The Safe Drinking Water Act requires all employees who work
as water treatment or distribution operators be certified. In
California, the Department of Public Health is the certifying authority. Certification is issued in five levels. Level one is
entry level and level five the most advanced, depending on the
amount of education, specialized training and experience an
applicant has as well as the size and complexity of the water
system they work for. EID’s water system is rated at the highest level for complexity and population served and thus requires
staff be certified at the highest levels.

When the season gets off to a slow start in terms of precipitation, are you concerned about drought? What does the
District do to prepare for a drought should there be one?
EID has a drought preparedness plan in place to respond to
both near-term and long-term changing water supply conditions. Drought indicators and associated trigger levels function
to declare a drought early enough to maximize saved water, but
not so early that an unnecessary drought declaration is issued.

In 2008, the District partnered with the Los Rios Community
College District to develop a certification program for water
and wastewater operations and maintenance training to prepare
the next generation of EID certified staff. EID continues
to support this program with three staff members currently
teaching in the program.

The plan looks at current storage in Jenkinson Lake, Echo Lake,
Lake Aloha, Silver Lake, and Caples Lake, and worst-case
expected supplies to assess current supply and water demands
through the year to determine drought stage conditions.
Throughout the year—and especially during the holidays—
people pour the byproducts of cooking down the sink drain.
Fats, cooking oils, and grease (FOG) can coat and clog pipes and
cause sewer lines to back up into homes. That could mean costly
clean-up and repair costs. FOG can also cause blockages further
down sewer lines. And that can result in overflows or sewage
backups into yards or streets, creating a public health risk.

• If you’re soaking a greasy pan,
first pour off grease into a
container. Then place paper
towels over the drain basket to
catch grease and food as you
pour the soaking water down
the drain.
• Deep fat fryers for turkeys
leave a large amount of oil.
Fats, cooking oils, and grease
Solidify the grease by mixing it
can coat and clog pipes
with an absorbent material such
as cat litter. Or, soak up excess oil
with newspaper and then place it in the trash.

The oil making its way to wastewater treatment plants can disrupt treatment processes and add to the need for maintenance.
To prevent these problems, we encourage you to dispose of your
leftover FOG properly. Here are some general suggestions that
many of your neighbors may already be following.
• Don’t put fats, oil, grease, or greasy food down the garbage
disposal or drain.
• Mix cooking oils with an absorbent material such as coffee
grounds, place in a lidded container, and dispose in a trash
receptacle.
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Helping Hands Program

Conserve Water Now to Save Year-Round

Pat Johnson, EID paralegal, updated the
Board on the activities of the Helping
Hands Outreach Program during its
meeting on October 9, 2012. Created by
EID in 2010, the program is administered
by the El Dorado Community Foundation.

Your 2013 residential sewer fees are derived from
the water you use during the November 2012 to
February 2013 water-use evaluation period.

Helping Hands was established after the
Pat Johnson
District recognized that some customers
needed economic assistance in paying delinquent utility bills during difficult times. Through voluntary deductions
from their paychecks, EID personnel have been the primary and generous funders of the program. To date, donations total $10,007 and 43
families have been financially assisted with their District utility charges.
For more information, call EID’s billing department at 530-642-4100.

Here are just a few tips to get you started.
• Stop irrigating during the winter
• Cover your irrigation control valves to prevent
cracks and leakage caused by the winter weather
• Install insulating wrap around pipes that can
potentially freeze. Our coldest temperatures are
normally between December and March.
You can positively affect your sewer rates for the rest
of the year by conserving water during this period.

Message from the General Manager
Maintenance and Restoration—
An Annual Necessity

evaluates the scope and timing of existing and new projects and
assigns projects to one of three priority levels. A “level 1” project
is considered mandatory from a health and safety standpoint, or
if it responds to a regulatory requirement. A “level 2” project is
considered necessary because it maintains the reliability of the
District’s systems and facilities by replacing existing assets that
have exceeded their useful life. Failure to replace the asset would
lead to eventual failure of our water or wastewater facilities
and cause interruptions in service. A “level 3” project increases
service levels or improves efficiencies, but does not affect health
and safety nor is it required by legal mandate.

Each fall when the temperatures start to
drop in the Sierras and the leaves begin
Jim Abercrombie
to turn to red and gold, the District shuts
down the Project 184 water supply and delivery system to perform critical planned maintenance and restoration. This annual
work helps to ensure that the 22-mile-long conveyance system
of flumes, canals, tunnels, pipelines, and spillways that supplies
approximately one third of our customers’ consumptive water
supply remains in sound operating order. Plus, by ensuring
that the system is in good shape, this stretch of liquid gold also
provides an additional average of $8–$10 million in hydroelectric revenue for the District by running the water through our
21-megawatt hydroelectric power plant before it completes its
journey and merges back into the South Fork American River
in Pollock Pines.

This year we added a step to our CIP process—that of seeking
public input before finalization of the plan. Once staff came up
with recommendations for the next year’s CIP, the public was
invited to tour some of the proposed CIP projects. The new
next step was to hold a public workshop to seek input from
the public on the proposed projects before the plan is brought
before the District’s Board for consideration and approval. All
of these steps occur prior to finalizing the annual operating
budget, so you can see the level of attention we give to the
process to ensure that staff is focusing on the right projects. We
held the public workshop in September of this year and had
minimal attendance from the public. We hope that next year
more of our customers and stakeholders turn out to hear about
the projects and provide input.

When the District
purchased the Project
“Through the
184 system from
preparation and
PG&E in October
adoption of the CIP, of 1999, we knew
up front that there
the District can
was a lot of required
ensure that long-term work to be done since
the system had been
funding is secured
ravaged by inclement
to pay for these
weather over the
important projects.”
years and many
of the flumes and
—Jim Abercrombie facilities were old and
deteriorated. We also
knew that the need to do the repairs and gain control of our
existing and additional water rights outweighed the decision
not to purchase the system—so we seized the opportunity. And
since that historic day when the District made that purchase,
we’ve been on a regular schedule to ensure that those critical
repairs are systematically completed. Because of the high
cost and the length of time it would take to do the whole
job at once, we’ve carefully prioritized repairs—doing the
most important repairs first, planning for contingencies and
unexpected events, and scheduling the less critical repairs in
future years. Since parts of the system are over 100 years old, it
is understandable that these repairs would need to be made.

In order to pay for these necessary replacements in our CIP, we
have gone out to the bond market to raise the necessary amount
of money needed. We do this so that our existing customers
don’t have to shoulder the burden themselves and that new
customers will contribute over time along the way. Just like your
home mortgage, these replaced assets will be paid for over time.
In closing, I want to remind our customers that we pay close
attention to detail in developing our CIP so that we don’t
experience catastrophic failures like the one a neighboring
utility experienced last year when one of their primary canals
collapsed during a winter storm, causing a severe water shortage
due to the lengthy outage. Another example is one closer to
home—it’s ours. In order to try to save money, we delayed
repairing a portion of the Mother Lode forcemain sewer
project from 2011 to 2013. However, in March 2012, this
severely degraded sewer pipeline blew out and we experienced
a sanitary sewer overflow. Overflows like this are not good,
as they inconvenience our customers and violate clean water
regulations. So we have learned and will continue to follow our
own operations and engineering analyses and not put off what
we feel is really critical. In this way we increase service reliability
for our customers and guard against regulatory penalties—and
save money by doing it right.

Another fall tradition is to update our capital improvement plan
(CIP), the five-year plan that identifies and plans for necessary
improvements that ensures safety and reliability of the District’s
entire infrastructure. Through the preparation and adoption of
the CIP, the District can ensure that long-term funding is
secured to pay for these important projects. Each year our staff
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Q & A: Do You Know Where Your Water Comes From?

EID Communications and Community Relations Director Mary Lynn Carlton (above center) spoke
with Drinking Water Manager Dana Strahan (right) and Water/Hydro Engineering Manager Cindy
Megerdigian (left) about where EID's water supply originates and the complexities involved in treating
it and delivering it to customers. Photos: (left) Salmon Falls water tank; (center and right) inside the
tank where recoating work is underway and the new mixing pipe is seen in the background.

Some people may not realize the effort and cost it takes to
transport raw water to a treatment plant, treat it, and then
deliver it to a residence or business. Would you describe the
source of our drinking water supply and explain what it takes
to get the water to a treatment plant and then distribute it to
our customers?

Because our water supplies originate from three different locations
and our transmission pipelines are intertied, water treated at
Reservoir A and Reservoir 1 can be fed all the way to El Dorado
Hills by gravity.
Having this flexibility
to move water allows
us to shut down the El
Dorado Canal during the
last few months of each
year to perform system
maintenance along the
canal and at Reservoir 1
and provide gravity water
to El Dorado Hills for
plant maintenance during
this period as well.

The District relies on surface water to meet its entire drinking
water demand. The three principal diversion points for delivering water into the main system are: the District owned and
operated Sly Park Dam and Jenkinson Lake; the El Dorado
Hydroelectric FERC Project 184 and Forebay Reservoir; as well
as Folsom Reservoir via a United States Bureau of Reclamation
Water Service Contract, a Warren Act Contract, and state water
right permit. The water supply from Project 184, most of which
is stored in four upper lakes, is diverted at Kyburz off the South
Fork American River where it then travels 22 miles through the
El Dorado Canal before it reaches Forebay Reservoir.

What are your greatest
challenges in making this
complex system work?

The District water conveyance system is a combination of
pipelines, storage tanks to meet daily needs, and a few Gold
Rush-era ditches. The piped drinking water system consists of
1,295 miles of pipe ranging in size from 2 to 48 inches,
5 water treatment plants, 34 storage tanks, 200 pressure
reducing stations and 38 pumping stations ranging from 500 to
4,000 feet in elevation. For the main system, water is treated at
the Reservoir A and Reservoir 1 water treatment plants (both
located in the Pollock Pines area) and the El Dorado Hills
water treatment plant.

Caples Lake

Echo Lake
Lake Aloha

Silver Lake

El Dorado Diversion Dam

El Dorado Canal
El Dorado Forebay

S. Fork American River

Powerhouse

The District’s main
Overview of Project 184
service area consists of
some 220 square miles.
Compounding the challenge of operating over a vast area is the
diverse topography of the service area and the climate variability of winter snowfall in the east and hot summers in the west.
These components require an extensive and complex infrastructure to control the delivery of water at acceptable pressures and
flows that meet our customers’ demands. As the infrastructure
ages, the amount of maintenance and repair to keep the system operating increases, stretching operation and maintenance
resources thin. We are in the process of replacing the aged infrastructure with new and more reliable assets. Drinking water
operations, maintenance, and engineering staff continue to work
diligently to ensure EID customers receive excellent customer
service despite the challenges. In fact, as compared to American
Water Works Association standards, EID is in the top quartile
in service reliability performance.

Under the Safe Drinking Water Act, all surface water treatment
requires approved multi-barrier (filtration and disinfection)
processes to ensure that the water delivered to our customers’
homes and businesses is safe and reliable. All of EID’s water
treatment plants are operated by California Department of
Public Health certified staff and meet or exceed the stringent
performance requirements of the Safe Drinking Water Act.
I understand that the District has the ability to move water to
and from certain areas of our water system as needed (especially
during maintenance periods). Can you tell me how this works?
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WATER, continued from page 3
How do you plan for water use for the future?

You’ve mentioned that there is a pretty stringent educational
and licensing requirement of those employees who work as
water system operators. Can you tell me what is involved?

In order to keep pace with increasing water demands, EID
prepares master planning documents that look to the future
growth in demand and the needed supplies and infrastructure
to meet those demands. EID is nearly finished with the latest
plan update, the Integrated Water Resources Master Plan,
which lays out the plan for the near-term and to buildout of the
District service area.

The Safe Drinking Water Act requires all employees who work
as water treatment or distribution operators be certified. In
California, the Department of Public Health is the certifying authority. Certification is issued in five levels. Level one is
entry level and level five the most advanced, depending on the
amount of education, specialized training and experience an
applicant has as well as the size and complexity of the water
system they work for. EID’s water system is rated at the highest level for complexity and population served and thus requires
staff be certified at the highest levels.

When the season gets off to a slow start in terms of precipitation, are you concerned about drought? What does the
District do to prepare for a drought should there be one?
EID has a drought preparedness plan in place to respond to
both near-term and long-term changing water supply conditions. Drought indicators and associated trigger levels function
to declare a drought early enough to maximize saved water, but
not so early that an unnecessary drought declaration is issued.

In 2008, the District partnered with the Los Rios Community
College District to develop a certification program for water
and wastewater operations and maintenance training to prepare
the next generation of EID certified staff. EID continues
to support this program with three staff members currently
teaching in the program.

The plan looks at current storage in Jenkinson Lake, Echo Lake,
Lake Aloha, Silver Lake, and Caples Lake, and worst-case
expected supplies to assess current supply and water demands
through the year to determine drought stage conditions.
Throughout the year—and especially during the holidays—
people pour the byproducts of cooking down the sink drain.
Fats, cooking oils, and grease (FOG) can coat and clog pipes and
cause sewer lines to back up into homes. That could mean costly
clean-up and repair costs. FOG can also cause blockages further
down sewer lines. And that can result in overflows or sewage
backups into yards or streets, creating a public health risk.

• If you’re soaking a greasy pan,
first pour off grease into a
container. Then place paper
towels over the drain basket to
catch grease and food as you
pour the soaking water down
the drain.
• Deep fat fryers for turkeys
leave a large amount of oil.
Fats, cooking oils, and grease
Solidify the grease by mixing it
can coat and clog pipes
with an absorbent material such
as cat litter. Or, soak up excess oil
with newspaper and then place it in the trash.

The oil making its way to wastewater treatment plants can disrupt treatment processes and add to the need for maintenance.
To prevent these problems, we encourage you to dispose of your
leftover FOG properly. Here are some general suggestions that
many of your neighbors may already be following.
• Don’t put fats, oil, grease, or greasy food down the garbage
disposal or drain.
• Mix cooking oils with an absorbent material such as coffee
grounds, place in a lidded container, and dispose in a trash
receptacle.
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Helping Hands Program

Conserve Water Now to Save Year-Round

Pat Johnson, EID paralegal, updated the
Board on the activities of the Helping
Hands Outreach Program during its
meeting on October 9, 2012. Created by
EID in 2010, the program is administered
by the El Dorado Community Foundation.

Your 2013 residential sewer fees are derived from
the water you use during the November 2012 to
February 2013 water-use evaluation period.

Helping Hands was established after the
Pat Johnson
District recognized that some customers
needed economic assistance in paying delinquent utility bills during difficult times. Through voluntary deductions
from their paychecks, EID personnel have been the primary and generous funders of the program. To date, donations total $10,007 and 43
families have been financially assisted with their District utility charges.
For more information, call EID’s billing department at 530-642-4100.

Here are just a few tips to get you started.
• Stop irrigating during the winter
• Cover your irrigation control valves to prevent
cracks and leakage caused by the winter weather
• Install insulating wrap around pipes that can
potentially freeze. Our coldest temperatures are
normally between December and March.
You can positively affect your sewer rates for the rest
of the year by conserving water during this period.

